Abstract. We introduce a new category of differential graded multi-oriented props whose representations (called homotopy algebras with branes) in a graded vector space require a choice of a collection of k linear subspaces in that space, k being the number of extra directions (if k = 0 this structure recovers an ordinary prop); symplectic vector spaces equipped with k Lagrangian subspaces play a distinguished role in this theory. Manin triples is a classical example of an algebraic structure (concretely, a Lie bialgebra structure) given in terms of a vector space and its subspace; in the context of this paper Manin triples are precisely symplectic Lagrangian representations of the 2-oriented generalization of the classical operad of Lie algebras. In a sense, the theory of multi-oriented props provides us with a far reaching strong homotopy generalization of Manin triples type constructions.
1. Introduction 1.1. Why bother with multi-oriented props? A short answer to this question: "Because of the GrothendieckTeichmüller group GRT 1 ". It is the latter beautiful and mysterious structure which is the main motivation for introducing and studying a new category of multi-oriented props as well as their representations ("homotopy algebras with branes"). In geometric dimensions 2 and 3 the group GRT 1 acts on some ordinary props of odd/even strong homotopy Lie bialgebras [MW1] and plays thereby the classifying role in the associated transcendental deformation quantizations of Poisson and, respectively, ordinary Lie bialgebra structures. In geometric dimension d ≥ 4 the group GRT 1 survives in the form of symmetries of some multi-oriented props of even/odd homotopy Lie bialgebras so that deformation quantizations in higher dimensions (in which GRT 1 retains its fundamental classifying role) should involve a really new class of algebro-geometric structures -the homotopy algebras with branes. It is an attempt to understand what could be a higher (d ≥ 4) analogue of two famous formality theorems, one for Poisson structures [Ko] (the case d = 2), and another for ordinary Lie bialgebra ones [EK, Me2] (the case d = 3), that lead the author to the category of multi-oriented props after reading the paper [Z] by MarkoŽivković and its predecessor [W2] by Thomas Willwacher (see §5 for a brief but self-contained description of their remarkable results). It is not that hard to define multi-oriented props in general, and multi-oriented generalizations of some concrete classical operads and props in particular, at the purely combinatorial level: the rules of the game with multi-oriented decorated graphs are more or less standard (see §2) -for any given k ≥ 1 one just adds k extra directions to each edge/leg of a 1-oriented graph, well-defined operation in infinite dimensions in general. Hence in order to be able to work in infinite dimensions 1 one has to prohibit certain graphs -the graphs with wheels -and work solely with oriented (from bottom to the top) graphs. Similarly, in order to be able to work with certain completions (defined in 4.6) of various intersections of linear subspaces W 1 ⊂ V, . . . , W k ⊂ V ("branes"), one has to prohibit certain divergent multi-directed graphs (which already have no wheels with respect to the basic direction!) -and this leads us to the new notion of (k + 1)-oriented prop which takes care about more sophisticated divergences associated with branes (the case k = 0 recovers the ordinary props); this important "divergency handling" part of our story is discussed in detail in §4. There is a nice generalization of the notion of prop which takes care about collections of vector spaces W 1 , . . . , W N . The corresponding props are called coloured props and, say, N-coloured (wheeled) prop P is generated by corollas m output legs n input legs ... ... whose input and output legs are "colored" (say, the unique vertex has a 1 input legs in "straight colour" , a 2 input legs in "dotted colour", etc) and correspond to linear maps of the form Again it makes sense to talk about wheeled (i.e. 0-oriented 1-directed) and ordinary (i.e. 1-oriented) coloured props. In this theory an oriented leg in "colour" i ∈ {1, . . . , N} corresponds to the i-th vector space
in the collection {W 1 , . . . , W i , . . . , W N }. whose vertex is decorated with an element of some module P k+1 (m, n) (see §2 for details) and whose input and output legs are decorated with extra (labelled by integers from 1 to k or by some colours -blue, red, etc -as in the picture above) directions. The "original" (or basic) direction is always shown in pictures in black colour as in the case of ordinary props; it is this basic direction which permits us to call this creature an (m, n)-corolla (it can have different numbers of input and output legs with respect to directions in other colours).
Comparing this picture to the definition of an N-coloured prop, one can immediately see that a (k + 1)-directed prop is just a special case of a coloured prop when the number of colours is a power of 2,
If we allow all possible compositions of such multi-oriented corollas along legs with identical extra directions, then we get nothing but a 2 k -coloured prop indeed (called 0-oriented k + 1-directed prop). Keeping in mind the key distinction between ordinary and wheeled props, one might contemplate the possibility of prohibiting compositions along graphs which have closed wheels along any of the extra orientations (and no wheels along the basic one), i.e. prohibiting compositions of the form
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... along the subgraphs with no wheels with respect to any of the directions; let us call a prop generated by such multioriented corollas and equipped with such compositions laws (see §2 for the full list of axioms) a (k + 1)-oriented one. Which structure on graded vector spaces V can be used to separate (in the sense of representations) 0-oriented (k + 1)-directed props from (k + 1)-oriented ones (or, more generally, (l + 1) oriented (k + 1)-directed with l ≥ 0)? Note that the compositions prohibited in the (k + 1)-oriented prop are still nicely oriented with respect to the basic direction, so the answer can not be the dimension of V only. To make sense of these new restrictions (which have no analogue in the theory of coloured props) we suggest to define a representation of a (k + 1)-oriented prop in a graded vector space V as follows. Assume V contains a collection of linear subspaces (satisfying certain restrictions in the infinite-dimensional case, see §4)
Then to a (k + 1)-directed outgoing leg we associate (roughly) an intersection
obtained by the intersection of "branes" according to the rule:
• to the basic direction we always associate the "full" vector space V;
• to the i-th direction we associate the vector subspace W + i if that direction is in agreement with the basic one, or its complement W − i if it is not. Then any multi-oriented corolla gets interpreted as a collection of k linear maps, one map for each coloured orientation.
For example, a 3-directed corolla gets represented in a graded vector space V equipped with two branes W 1 ± , W 2 ± ⊂ V as two linear maps, one corresponding to one blue input and three blue outputs of the corolla,
and another to three red inputs and one red output of the same corolla,
In finite dimensions both maps are just re-incarnations of one and the same linear map
which is far from being the case in infinite dimensions. Most importantly, this approach to the representation theory of multi-directed props explains nicely why compositions along graphs with wheels in at least one extra orientation must be prohibited (we show explicit examples of the associated divergences in §4). This approach also explains the formula (1) for the associated number of "colours" on legs.
2 Strictly speaking, this is true only in finite dimensions. In infinite dimensions the subspaces W + i are defined as direct limits of systems of finite-dimensional spaces while their complements W − i always come as projective limits, so their intersection makes sense only at the level of finite-dimensional systems first (it is here where the interpretation of W + and W − as subspaces of one and the same vector space plays its role), and then taking either the direct or projective limit in accordance with the rule explained in §4.
1.4. Structure of the paper. In §2 we give a detailed (combinatorial type) definition of multi-oriented props. In §3 we consider concrete examples. In particular, we introduce and study multi-oriented analogues, Ass (k+1) and Lie (k+1) , of the classical operads of associative algebras and Lie algebras, and explicitly describe their minimal resolutions Ass (k+1) ∞ and Lie (k+1) ∞ ; we also construct surprising "forgetful the basic direction" maps from Ass (2) to the dioperad of infinitesimal bialgebras, and from Lie (2) to the dioperad of Lie bialgebras (proving that among representations of multioriented props we can recover sometimes classical structures); we also introduce a family of (k + 1)-oriented props of homotopy Lie bialgebras Holieb
on which the Grothendieck-Teichmüller group acts faithfully (see §5). In §4, the main section of this paper, we define the notion of a representation of a multi-oriented prop in the category of graded vector spaces with branes, and show, as an illustration, that Manin triples give us a class of symplectic Lagrangian representations of Lie (2) .
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2. Multi-oriented props 2.1. S-bimodules reinterpreted. For a finite set I let S
I be the set of maps
from I to the set consisting of two elements called out and in. A finite set I together with a fixed function s ∈ S
I is called 1-oriented. The collection of 1-oriented sets forms a groupoid S
(1) with isomorphisms
being bijections σ : I → I ′ of finite sets such that s ′ = s • σ −1 . The latter condition says that the groupoid S (1) can be identified with the groupoid of cartesian products, {I in := s −1 (in) × I out := s −1 (out)}, of finite sets.
Let C be a symmetric monoidal category. A functor
is called an S
(1) -module. An element a ∈ P(I, s) can be represented pictorially as a corolla with #I legs labelled by elements of I and oriented via the rule: if s(i) = out (resp., s(i) = in) we orient the i-labelled leg by putting the direction " > " from (resp., towards) the vertex; the vertex itself is decorated with a. For example, an element a ∈ P([6], s) can have a pictorial representation of the form 
The category of finite sets has a skeleton whose objects are sets
, s). Note that the above corolla is not assumed to be planar so that it can be equivalently represented in a more standard way,
which respects the flow of orientations going from the bottom to the top.
Any S-bimodule E = {E(m, n)} m,n≥0 (with each E(m, n) being an S op m × S n -module), gives rise to a S
(1) -module in the obvious way (and vice versa). 
using the obvious rule: for any τ ∈ [k] the value m(τ) is represented by the τ-coloured symbol " > τ " oriented in the same direction as
For a finite set I consider the associated set S (k+1) I of maps 
This function takes care about extra (i.e. non-basic) orientation assigned to an element i ∈ I. In some pictorial representations of multi-oriented sets (I, s) we show explicitly only the basic orientation while compressing all the extra ones into this symbols i (see below). Note that for any given multi-oriented set (I, s) and any fixed colour τ ∈ [k + ] there is an associated map
which we use in several constructions below. Using the above pictorial interpretation of elements of Or k + as multi-oriented legs, one can uniquely represent any element s ∈ S (k+1) I as a multi-directed (or multi-oriented) corolla, that is, as a (non-planar) graph with one vertex • and #I legs such that each leg is (i) distinguished by an element i from I and (ii) decorated with the multi-direction s i ∈ Or k + as explained just above. For example, a corolla represents non-ambiguously some element s ∈ S (2) [6] . In the theory of ordinary props corollas are often depicted in such a way that the orientation flow runs from the bottom to the top. In the multi-directed case such a respecting flow representation (now non-unique -one for each coloured direction) also makes sense in applications.
A finite set I together with a fixed function s ∈ S (k+1) I is called (k + 1)-oriented. The collection of (k + 1)-oriented sets forms a groupoid S (k+1) with isomorphisms
being isomorphisms σ : I → I ′ of finite sets such that s ′ = s • σ −1 . For example, the automorphism group of the object ([6], s) given by corolla (4) is S 2 × S 2 as we can permute only labels (1, 3) and independently (5, 6) using morphisms in the category S (2) .
is called an S (k+1) -module. Thus an element of P (k+1) (I, s) is a of pair of the form
Note that P (k+1) (c) carries a representation of the group Aut(c) (in this particular case, of S 2 × S 2 ). We shall work in this paper in category of topological vector spaces so that it make sense to talk about elements v of P (k+1) (c). The pairs (c, v) are called decorated corollas and are often represented pictorially by the corolla c with its vertex decorated (often tacitly) by the vector v. Such decorated corollas span P (k+1) (I, s).
When k is clear, we often abbreviate P = P (k+1) . The case k = 0 corresponds to the ordinary S-bimodule. 
is called A-oriented if Γ contains no closed directed paths of edges ("wheels" or "loops") in every colour c ∈ A. The subset of A-oriented graphs is denoted by G A↑k+1 . If A is non-empty, then applying a suitable element of the automorphism group S k+1 we can (and will) assume without loss of generality that A = {0, 1, 2, . . . , l} for some l ≥ 0 and re-denote
and call its elements multi-oriented graphs.
2.4. From multi-directed graphs to endofunctors on S (k+1) -modules. Fix an integer k ≥ 0 and an integer l in the range −1 ≤ l ≤ k. For a finite set I define G l+1↑k+1 (I) to be the set of (k + 1)-directed (l + 1)-oriented graphs Γ equipped with an injection i : ∈ G 2↑2 (4) ,
Given an internal vertex v ∈ V int (Γ), there is an associated set H v of edges attached to v and an obvious function ("the multi-oriented corolla at v")
There is also an induced function
on the set of legs defined uniquely by the pictorial rule explained in the first paragraph of §2.2. Let G l+1↑k+1 (I, s) ⊂ G l+1↑k+1 (I) be the subset of multi-directed (partially oriented, in general) graphs which have one and the same orientation function s on the set of legs I.
For an S (k+1) -module E = {E(I, s)} in a symmetric monoidal category C with countable coproducts and a graph Γ ∈ G l+1↑k+1 (I, s) consider the unordered tensor product 3 (cf. [M, MSS] )
where Aut(Γ) stands for the automorphism group of the graph Γ, and define an
As we shall see below, the S (k+1) -module Free l+1↑k+1 E gives us an example of a (l + 1)-oriented (k + 1)-directed prop (called the free prop generated by the S (k+1) -module E. For l = k = 0 this is precisely the ordinary free prop generated by the S (1) -module E. For l = −1, k = 0 this is the free wheeled prop generated by
does not contain internal edges of Γ attached (on both ends) to vertices of γ. Let Γ/γ be the graph obtained from Γ by contracting all internal vertices and all internal edges of γ to a single new vertex; note that the legs of Γ/γ are the same as in Γ so that Γ/γ comes equipped with the same orientation function s :
e. the contraction procedure does not create wheels in the first l + 1 coloured directions. Note that by its very definition γ belongs to ∈ G l+1↑k+1 (I ′ , s ′ ), where I ′ is the subset of E(Γ) consisting of (non-loop) those edges which are attached to precisely one vertex v of γ, and the function s ′ : I ′ → Or k + is determined by the corresponding functions s v in the obvious way.
An (l+1)-oriented (k+1)-directed prop in a symmetric monoidal category (with countable colimits) C is, by definition, an S
(k+1) -module P = {P(I, s)} in C together with a natural transformation of functors
such that for any graph Γ ∈ G l+1↑k+1 (I, s) and any admissible subgraph γ ⊂ Γ one has
stands for the obvious map which equals µ γ on the (decorated) subgraph γ and which is identity on all other vertices of Γ.
The most interesting case for us is k = l. The associated props are called multi-oriented (more precisely, (k + 1)-oriented). Thus a multi-oriented prop is an S (k+1) -module P equipped with (i) a horizontal composition
The (unordered) tensor product i∈I X i of vector spaces X i labelled by elements i of a finite set I of cardinality, say, n is defined as the space of S n -coinvariants
(ii) and, for any two injections of the same finite set f 1 : K → I 1 and f 2 : K → I 2 such that the compositions
opp there is a vertical composition
where
These compositions are required to satisfy the "associativity" axioms which essentially say that upon iterating such compositions the order in which we do it does not matter. In terms of decorated corollas these compositions correspond to contraction maps (for k = 1) ⊠ :
I1
I2
I3
I4
J2
J3
J4
−→
I1⊔J1
I2⊔J2
I3⊔J3
I4⊔J4
I2
I3
I4
J1
J2
J3
J4
−→
I1⊔J1
I2⊔J2
I3⊔J3
I4⊔J4
I2
I3
I4
J1
J2
J3
J4
−→
I1⊔J1
I2⊔J2
I3⊔J3
I4⊔J4
Note that compositions of the form (7)
• K :
I1
I2
I3
I4
J1
J2
J3
J4
−→
I1⊔J1
I2⊔J2
I3⊔J3
I4⊔J4
are prohibited in 2-oriented props (as they contain at least one wheel in blue colour), but are allowed in 1-or 0-oriented 2-directed props.
If in the above definition of the natural transformation µ we restrict only to the subset G l+1↑k+1 c (I, s) ⊂ G l+1↑k+1 (I, s) of connected graphs, we get the notion of an (l + 1)-oriented (k + 1)-directed properad P (cf. [V] ). In this case we do not have horizontal compositions in P, only vertical ones. There is an obvious exact functor from (k + 1)-directed properads to (k + 1)-directed props.
prop with contraction maps µ Γ being tautological. It is called the free multi-directed prop generated by E. If l = k, it is called the free multi-oriented (more precisely, (k + 1)-oriented) prop generated by E.
2.6. Multi-oriented operads. If a multi-oriented properad P = {P(I, s)} is such that P(I, s) vanishes unlessš −1 0 (out) 1 (i.e. the functor P is non-trivial only on multi-oriented corollas with precisely one outgoing leg with respect to the basic direction) it is called a multi-oriented operad. Note that there is no such a restriction on non-basic directions.
2.7. Multi-oriented dioperads. Restricting the functor F ree l+1↑k+1 (and denoting it by F ree l+1↑k+1 0
) and the compositions µ Γ to connected graphs of genus zero only one gets the notion of a (k
Note that a multi-oriented operad is a special case of a multi-oriented dioperad, and the difference between the notions is rather small.
Multidirected wheeled prop(erad)s.
The above definitions make sense in the case l = −1 as well; the associated 0-oriented (k + 1)-directed prop(erad)s P are called (k + 1)-directed wheeled prop(erad)s (cf. [Me1, MMS] ). In this case graphs Γ can have an internal edge connecting one and the same vertex so that in addition to the above mentioned horizontal and vertical compositions in P one has to add a trace map
which defined for any two injections f 1 :
opp ; the orientation function s ′ is obtained from s by its restriction to the subset
Thus in the the family of (k + 1)-directed (l + 1) oriented props the special case (l = −1, k ≥ 0) corresponds to the ordinary 2 k -coloured wheeled prop while the case (l = 0, k ≥ 0) to the ordinary 2 k coloured prop. Thus the really new cases have k ≥ l ≥ 1. In the next section §3 we introduce multi-oriented versions of some classical operads and props at the combinatorial level (which is straightforward). In §4 we discuss representations of multi-oriented peops, i.e. explain what these multi-oriented graphical combinatorics give us in practice (and this step is, perhaps, not that straightforward).
2.9. Ordinary props as multi-oriented ones. By the very definition, the category of ordinary props is precisely the the category of 1-oriented props. It is worth mentioning a canonical but very naive functor for any k ≥ 1
Category of ordinary props −→ Category of (k + 1)oriented props
which simply associates to an
} which is non-trivial (and coincides with {P(I, s)}) only for those multi-orientations s (k+1) in which all extra directions are aligned coherently with the basic one. More precisely, given an ordinary (1-oriented) prop
we define
We do not use this naive functor in this paper (as it gives nothing new), but it is worth keeping in mind that all classical props can be "embedded" into the category of (k + 1)-oriented props; at least nothing is lost. Similarly one can interpret a (k + 1)-oriented prop as a (k + l + 1)-oriented prop for any l ≥ 1. In the next section we consider much less naive extensions of classical operads and props to the multi-oriented setting.
3. Multi-oriented versions of some classical operads and props 3.1. Multi-oriented operad of (strongly homotopy) associative algebras. Let us recall an explicit combinatorial description of the operad Ass of associative algebras in terms of planar 1-oriented corollas. By definition Ass is the quotient,
of the free operad Free 1-or A generated by an S-module A = {A(n)} n≥0 with Its minimal resolution is a dg free operad, Ass ∞ := (Free E , δ) generated by the S-module E = {E(n)} ≥2 (whose generators we represent pictorially as planar corollas of homological degree 2 − n) ...
In some pictures we show explicitly only the basic direction while extra directions are indicated only by extraorientation functionss i . Denote Asvbig
be the free ("veri big") operad generated by these corollas, more precisely, by the associated S (k+1) -module A (k+1) = {A (k+1) (I, s)} which can be formally defined as follows,
where ord(I ′ ) is the set of total orderings on the finite set I ′ = I \š −1 0 (out). The differential in Ass ∞ can be extended to Asvbig have at least one ingoing leg and at least one outgoing leg with respect to only basic direction (this condition kills "curvature terms" in that direction). As we shall see in the next chapter (where we introduce representations of multi-oriented props), it is actually extra directions (if present) which play the genuine role of inputs and outputs. Hence to avoid "curvature terms" with respect to any direction, we have to consider an ideal I 1 in the free operad Asvbig (k+1) ∞ generated by those corollas which have no at least one output or no at least one input leg with respect to at least one extra orientation. It is easy to see that the above differential δ respects this ideal so that the quotient
∞ /I 1 is a dg free operad again. It is generated by a "smaller" set of generators, but still that set can be further reduced. Note that once the basic direction is fixed, the set of extra orientations Or k can be identified with the set of words of length k in two letters, > and <, and hence can be equipped with a lexicographic order ≤. Let us call a generating corollā special ifs 1 ≤s 2 ≤ . . . ≤s n (i.e. if the planar order agrees with the lexicographic one), and let I 2 be the ideal in the free operad Asbig (k+1) ∞ generated by non-special corollas. It is again easy to see that the differential δ respects that second ideal so that the quotient Ass
∞ /I 2 is a dg free operad generated by the special corollas (essentially, the main point of this discussion is to motivate the claim that the derivation of Ass (k+1) ∞ given on the generating special corollas by formula (8) is a differential). It is called the multi-oriented operad of strongly homotopy associative algebras. Let J be the differential closure of the ideal in the free (viewed as a non-differential) operad Ass (k+1) ∞ generated by the above corollas with n ≥ 3. The quotient
is called a multi-oriented operad of associative algebras. We shall see below that this multi-oriented operad controls structures which are governed, in some special case, by ordinary dioperads. For example, a representation of Ass (2) in a symplectic vector space with one Lagrangian brane can be identified with an infinitesimal bialgebra structure on that brane.
3.1.1. The simplest non-trivial case k = 1 in more detail. The dg operad Ass where the finite sets of labels I and J are totally ordered (in agreement with the given planar structure of the corollas). The differential is given explicitly by
and similarly for the second corolla. Here the summations run over decompositions of the totally ordered sets into disjoint unions of connected (with respect to the order) subsets.
The operad Ass (2) is generated by the following planar corollas (in homological degree zero)
spans K while the relations are given by
One can describe similarly the operad Ass (k+1) in terms of generators and relations. ∞ (I, s)) is concentrated in degree zero because that would imply the required equality due to the fact that the complex Ass We shall prove the claim by induction over #I = n + 1, and abbreviate the notation Ass ∞ (n)) = Ass (2) (n) is obvious. Assume it is true for all multi-oriented sets with #I ≤ n +1, and consider the complex Ass (k+1) ∞ (n +1); we can assume without loss of generality that the input (with respect to the basic colour) legs of any graph from Ass (2) ∞ (n + 1) are labelled from left to right (in accordance with the planar structure) by 1, 2, . . . , n + 1 (while the root vertex by n + 2).
Consider first a filtration of Ass (2) ∞ (n + 1) by the total number of vertices lying on the path from the root edge to the leg labelled by 1 (and call it a special path), and let Gr(n + 1) denote the associated graded. Consider next a filtration of Gr(n + 1) by the total valency of vertices lying on the special path (and denote the set of such vertices by V sp ), and let (E r , δ r ) be the associated spectral sequence (converging to H
• (Ass (2) ∞ (n + 1)). The initial page (E 0 , δ 0 ) is isomorphic to the direct sum of tensor products of complexes of the form Ass (n ′ ) with all n ′ ≤ n so that by the induction hypothesis we can easily describe the next page of the spectral sequence:
where C v (n v ) is a complex spanned by planar corollas of the form
whose dashed legs belong to the given special path (and are equipped with the induced multi-orientations from that special path) while solid legs are decorated by arbitrary elements of the unital extension of the operad Ass (k+1) ,
subject to the condition that
The differential on C v (n v ) is non-trivial only on the root corolla on which it acts as follows (we suppress some extra orientations in the picture),
Claim. The cohomology of the complex C v (n v ) is concentrated in cohomological degree zero. Indeed, consider a one-step filtration of C v (n v ) by the number of three-valent vertices of the form • and the associated two pages spectral sequence. It is easy to see that the complex on the initial page is a direct sum of a trivial complex spanned by graphs of the form
with a 1 ∈ Ass (k+1) u (n v ) and a non-trivial complex which is quasi-isomorphic to the degree shifted (direct summand) subcomplex of (Ass
spanned by graphs with the orientation of the unique root leg fixed by the multi-orientation of the corresponding dashed edge of the given special path (indeed, take a filtration of the latter sub-complex by the valency of the root vertex and use the induction assumption). As n v ≤ n we conclude (again by the induction assumption) that its cohomology is equal to
The induced differential on the next (and final) page of the spectral sequence is an injection
which proves the Claim.
We conclude that the cohomology H • (Ass (k+1) ∞ (n+1)) is generated by multi-oriented graphs of the form (modulo some relations corresponding to the image of the injection d)
∞ (n + 1)) is concentrated in degree zero implying its identification with Ass (k+1) (n + 1). The induction argument and hence the proof the Theorem are completed.
In the next subsection we discuss representations of Ass (k+1) , that is, associative algebras with k branes. Rather surprisingly, we recover, in particular, a well-known notion of infinitesimal bialgebra as an associative algebra with one (symplectic Lagrangian) brane. This interesting fact can be seen already now (i.e. in purely combinatorial way) as follows.
3.2. Infinitesimal bialgebras as 2-oriented associative algebras. Recall that an ordinary (i.e. 1-oriented) dioperad of infinitesimal associative bialgebras is, by definition [JR] , the quotient of the 1-oriented free dioperad Here all internal edges and legs are assumed to be oriented along the flow running from the bottom of a graph to its top.
Proposition. There is a (forgetting the basic orientation) morphism of dioperads
given on the generators as follows:
Proof. It is straightforward to check that each of the six relations in (9)- (10) is mapped under α into one of the above three relations in IB. Hence the map is well-defined indeed.
This proposition indicates that the notion of representation of a multi-oriented prop(erad) can not be an immediate generalization of that notion for ordinary coloured prop(erad)s -the extra orientations are not really "colours", and the distinction between operads and dioperads should become void.
3.3. Example: Multi-oriented operad of Lie and Lie ∞ algebras. Recall that the ordinary operad of strongly homotopy Lie algebras is the free operad Lie ∞ := (Free 1-or L , δ) generated by an S-module L = {L(n)} ≥2 with
where sgn n is the 1-dimensional sign representation of S n . The differential is given on the generators by It is essentially a skewsymmetrized version of Ass ∞ (there is a canonical morphism of operads Lie ∞ → Ass ∞ sending a generator of Lie ∞ into a skewsymmetrization of the corresponding generator of Ass ∞ ). If I is the differential closure of the ideal in Lie ∞ generated by all corollas with negative cohomological degree, then the quotient
is an operad controlling Lie algebras. It is generated by degree zero planar skewsymmetric corollas The natural surjection Lie ∞ −→ Lie is a quasi-isomorphism.
An operad of (k + 1)-oriented strongly homotopy Lie algebras is defined as an obvious skew-symmetrization of the operad Ass (k+1) ∞ introduced in the previous subsection (so that there is again a canonical morphism of dg operads Lie where the first sum runs over decompositions of the ordered set [n] into the disjoint union of (not necessarily connected) ordered subsets, and sign(I 1 , I 2 ) stands for the parity of the permutation [n] → I 1 ⊔ I 2 .
In more detail, the operad of 2-oriented strongly homotopy Lie algebras is, by definition, a free 2-oriented operad generated by the following skewsymmetric planar corollas of degree 2 − n, n ≥ 2, , for any σ ∈ S r and τ ∈ S l . As in the case of Ass (k+1) ∞ we require that each corolla has at least one ingoing leg and at least one outgoing leg in each extra orientation (in order to avoid curvature terms in representations).
The differential is given by (and it is easy to check that δ is a differential indeed)
and similarly for the second class of corollas. Here the sums run over all admissible decompositions of the ordered sets I and J into the disjoint unions of (not necessarily connected) ordered subsets, and sign(I 1 , I 2 ) (resp., sign(J 1 , J 2 )) stands for the parity of the permutation I → I 1 ⊔ I 2 (resp., J → J 1 ⊔ J 2 ).
If I is the differential closure of the ideal in Lie (k+1) ∞ generated by all corollas with negative cohomological degree, then the quotient
∞ /I is called an operad of multi-oriented Lie algebras.
Theorem. The natural projection Lie
Proof. It is enough to show that Lie
is concentrated in cohomological degree zero, and this can be done by the arity induction in a close analogy to the proof of Theorem 3.1.2. We omit the details.
The operad of 2-oriented Lie algebras versus the ordinary dioperad of Lie bialgebras. The operad Lie
( 2) can be explicitly described as follows: it is generated by the following list of degree 0 corollas, Representations of the operad of 2-oriented Lie algebras in symplectic vector spaces with one Lagrangian brane are studied in the next section where it is shown that they can be identified with famous Manin's triples which give us an alternative (and often very useful) characterization of Lie bialgebras. Hence the combinatorics of the latter structure must be hidden in the combinatorics of the former one, and our next our purpose to make this inter-relation explicit.
Recall that the ordinary (i.e. 1-oriented) dioperad of Lie bialgebras is the quotient
of the free 1-oriented free dioperad generated by an S-bimodule M = {M(m, n)} with
otherwise modulo the ideal J generated by the following relations
Proposition. There is a (forgetting the basic orientation) morphism of dioperads
Proof. It is straightforward to check that each of the eight relations in (12)- (14) is mapped under β into one of the above three relations for Lieb diop . Hence the map is well-defined indeed.
This result gives us a purely combinatorial interpretation of the famous Manin triple construction [D1] . 
by the ideal generated by the following relations
Its minimal resolution Holieb c,d is a 1-oriented dg free properad generated by the following (skew)symmetric corollas of degree 1
and has the differential given on the generators by
where sign(I 1 , I 2 ) (resp., sign(J 1 , J 2 )) stands for the parity of the permutation I → I 1 ⊔ I 2 (resp., J → J 1 ⊔ J 2 ). The case c = d = 0 corresponds to ordinary strong homotopy Lie bialgebras [MaVo, V] 
The homotopy theory of such props can be highly non-trivial. As we discuss in more detail below in §5, the automorphism group of Holieb
is equal to the Grothendieck-Teichmüller group GRT = GRT 1 ⋉ K * (for any c, d ∈ Z with c + d ≥ 2) and hence this prop can be a foundation for a rich deformation quantization theory in every geometric dimension c + d ≥ 2. This fact was one of our main motivations to introduce and study the multi-oriented props.
Let K be the differential closure of the ideal in Holieb
generated by all corollas with total arity ≥ 4 and denote the quotient by (17) Lieb
This prop gives us a (k + 1) oriented version of Lieb c,d . It is quite easy to see that the automorphism group of the prop Lieb
with c, d ≥ 1 and c + d ≥ 3 is almost trivial -it is equal to K * acting by rescalings of the generators. In particular, the induced action of GRT 1 on Lieb
with c, d ≥ 1 and c + d ≥ 3 is trivial (this is in sharp contrast to the 1-oriented case c = d = 1 where that action remains highly non-trivial!); more details on this phenomenon will be given elsewhere. Our main purpose in this paper is to introduce the notion of a representation of a multi-oriented prop in the category of dg vector spaces (with branes) which is done in the next section.
4. Multidirected endomorphism prop and homotopy algebras with branes 4.1. Tensor algebra of infinite-dimensional vector spaces. By a countably infinite-dimensional graded vector space V we understand in this paper any direct limit V := lim
where all arrows i p are proper injections. For example,
is an example of a countably infinite-dimensional vector space. Next we define (non-countably) infinite-dimensional vector spaces
which are equipped with the standard projective limit topology. An element f ∈ Hom(⊗ r V,
Such maps can be composed (no divergences) so that one has a well-defined endomorphism prop
associated to V and hence talk about representations of ordinary props in V.
Note that Hom (V, V) can contain infinite sums of the form ∞ n,m=1 a n m e m ⊗ e n , e m ∈ V * m , e n ∈ V n , a n m ∈ K, all a n m 0, so that the trace operation on Hom(V, V) (and hence on Hom(
is not well-defined in general so that V can not be used for representations of wheeled props.
If one has a collection of k infinite-dimensional vector spaces,
Its elements give us linear maps V
k and hence can be used to define a representation of a k-coloured prop. (i) V comes equipped with a descending filtration
such that each quotient vector space V/F p V is finite-dimensional and equals V p for any p ∈ N, (ii) For any p ≥ 0 we have k different non trivial direct sum decompositions
, which are compatible with the given injections i p :
Note that the inclusion
so that in this case we have both direct and inverse of finite-dimensional vector spaces,
and hence can consider two limits for branes (and their intersections, see below), the direct and projective ones,
Note that the spaces W ± τ and (Ŵ ± τ ) * are always countably dimensional, while (W ± τ ) * andŴ ± τ are, in general, not (but as a compensation they come equipped with nice topologies). Note also that
To define a suitable multi-oriented endomorphism prop out of an infinite-dimensional vector space with k branes, one has to work with both types of completions simultaneously. This fact motivates the extra filtration condition (i) in the definition of V k-br above.
4.2.1. Basic example. Let {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , } be a countably infinite set of formal variables of some homological degrees |x i | ∈ Z, i ∈ N ≥1 . The graded vector space
is a typical example of an infinite-dimensional vector space satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) above with
Let us choose k injections of countably infinite sets (i.e. k pairs of disjoint countably infinite subsets of N ≥1 )
and define a family of finite-dimensional vector spaces (equipped with the Z-grading induced in the obvious way from the homological grading of the formal variables (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , 
We shall be most interested in the infinite-dimensional case and hence use all the time use the direct/projective limit notation introduced in the previous section. The finite dimensional version fits into that notation as a special case when
4.4. The (simplest non-trivial) case of a 2-directed endomorphism prop. Let V 1-br be an infinite-dimensional vector space with one brane, and consider where
Next we define 6 (cf. (19))
Thus an element f ∈ End V 1-br (I, s) gives us a well-defined map
Here we denote the elements of [1 + ] by0 and1 so that the value s i of the map s on an element i ∈ I is itself a map of sets s i : {0,1} → {out, in}. 6 Here we use the facts that for any vector space M and any inverse system of finite-dimensional vector spaces {N i } one has lim between countably dimensional vector spaces, and hence such elements can be composed along the "blue direction". What about the basic direction? We can try rearranging tensor factors in End V 1-br (I, s) as follows
However, in general,
with the l.h.s. being a (proper, in general!) subspace of the r.h.s. Hence elements of the Hom-spaces
can not be composed, in general, along graphs of the type shown in (7). (Nevertheless the latest formula shows that any element of End V 1-br (I, s) can be understood as some linear map along the basic direction.)
We conclude that the S (2) -module End V 1-br admits nice compositions µ Γ along any graphs Γ not containing closed paths of directed edges in blue color as in (6) (with the "associativity" axioms are obviously satisfied) and hence gives us an example of 2-oriented prop. We call it the endomorphism prop of V 1-br .
Note that if V 1-br is finite-dimensional (or at least if W − is finite-dimensional), then
and the compositions µ Γ (in the definition of a multi-directed prop) make sense for any graphs Γ ∈ G 0↑k+1 .
4.4.1. Definition. Let P 2-or be a 2-oriented prop(erad). A morphism of 2-oriented prop(erad)s
is called a representation of P 2-or in the vector space V with one brane.
Example.
A representation of a 2-oriented operad Ass (2) (resp., Lie (2) ) in V 1-br is given by a collection of linear maps
such that their compositions satisfy relations (9)-(10) (respectively, (12)- (14)).
To illustrate the divergency phenomenon let us consider a generic representation of a prop in which compositions along graphs with non-trivial genus make sense. For example, a representation of, say, the prop of 2-oriented Lie bialgebras Lieb 2-or in V 1-br is given by maps as above plus the following ones 
can be represented by the following infinite, in general, sums
where the coefficients satisfy the conditions:
• for fixed a + , b − only finitely many Φ 
which is always well defined, while the element
∈ Lieb
1↑2
gets represented in V 1-br as a formal sum of linear maps
which in general diverges. Such a map makes sense in general in general only in the case dim W + < ∞ or dim W − < ∞.
4.4.3. Symplectic vector space with Lagrangian branes. Let (V, ω : ∧ 2 V → K) be a finite-dimensional vector space equipped with a symplectic form; in general dim V = 2n for some n ∈ N ≥1 . A subspace W ⊂ V is called isotropic if 2 ) be a countably dimensional graded vector space with 2 branes. We would like to describe in more details the structure of the associated endomorphism prop which is a functor End V 2-or : S
−→ Category of dg vector spaces (I, s) =
I2
I1
I3
I4
I6
I5
I7
I8
−→ End V 2-or (I, s)
The multi-orientation s defines (and can be reconstructed from) the decomposition I = I 1 ⊔ I 2 ⊔ . . . ⊔ I 8 as explained in the picture. If #I i = m i for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} , #I i = n i−4 for i ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}.
then, by definition, End V 2-or (I, s) is the intersection in (21) ), and it is not hard to see how. Recall the main result of [MW1] which says that there is a morphism of dg Lie algebras F : GC ( Holieb c,d ) is the Lie algebra of continuous derivations of Holieb c,d (see [MW1] for some subtlety in its definition). This map is a quasi-isomorphism (up to one rescaling class), and it can be given by a simple formula: for any Γ ∈ GC where the second sum in taken over all ways, s andŝ, of attaching the in-and outgoing legs to the graph Γ, and then setting to zero every graph containing a vertex with valency ≤ 2 or with no input legs or no output legs (there is an implicit rule of signs in-built into this formula). In a complete analogy one can define an action of the dg Lie algebra ).
It was proven by Assar Andersen in [A] that this map is a quasi-isomorphism (up to one rescaling class). This result together with equality (26) imply a highly non-trivial action of GRT 1 on the infinite family of the multi-oriented props Holieb , c + d ≥ 3.
